The ‘Go Dark’ Problem

Lokaytor is the only automatic location sharing app, fully optimized for iOS 7 while maintaining compatibility with iOS 6, that reports your location *and* your app’s status, so if you ‘go dark’, members of your trusted group know why.

Don't settle for 'location not available' or wonder why people in your group have not reported in recently. Knowing *why*, helps confirm that people you care about are safe.

Location sharing apps are special, because people use them for added peace of mind as well as convenience. Most location sharing apps work under ideal conditions, but in a mobile world, reliable cellular data communication is not always available, leading to reporting interruptions and the question from your group members, ‘why?’

Other things can lead to reporting interruptions, such as a low battery, privacy settings, a locked device in sleep mode, force quitting the app, etc. Interruptions create uncertainty when you have no idea why they occurred.

While no location sharing app can always report the cause of ‘going dark’, with Lokaytor's intelligent location sharing, people in your trusted group will know your location *and* status as follows:

- A ‘near by’ address and GPS coordinates with one tap.
- How long since you acquired an accurate GPS reading
- How long since you reported in (typically a maximum of 5 or 20 minutes)
- Your Location Services and Background App Refresh settings (affects GPS operation)
- Your battery level
- Your Lokaytor login status (Lokaytor continues to work even if you're logged out, preventing unauthorized access)
- Lokaytor’s operational mode (one of the following)
  - You are actively using Lokaytor
  - Lokaytor is operating passively in the background
  - Lokaytor is in sleep mode
  - You intentionally force quit (terminated) Lokaytor
  - Your device is low on memory which can lead to app termination when in the background
Lokaytor is fully automatic, but enables you to easily control who can see you at any time on an individual group member basis. Lokaytor includes secure data services, shows no adds and there is no subscription required!

- All group management is done in the app. No website needed, no group size limit. Import from your contacts list and send an invite to join your group.

Lokaytor’s adaptive GPS modes keep your trusted group informed and help you achieve maximum up time with low battery consumption.

- Automatic & user-selectable GPS modes provide great balance between battery conservation and timely, accurate updates.
- Send an instant high-accuracy GPS locate to all group members with one tap.

Advanced Map Features

- Advanced auto-zoom for maps enables you to easily move between your group members and choose a detail view or ‘all members’ view with one tap. Get to the desired view quicker.

- Automatic round-robin animated display of all group member descriptions on one map view. Pins are displayed in each group member’s chosen color.

- Add multiple pins to the map based on addresses you search for (waypoints).

- Get turn-by-turn directions from your location to any group member or searched location.

- Send a text message to one or all group members from within the app.

- Track your location and compass heading in real time.
Personalization Features

- Post or change a photo, change your screen name and change your pin color on the map at any time and instantly update what your group sees.

Built-in Tutorial

- Visual Tutorial / use instructions built into the app. Covers key topics to get you started and provides support contact information for assistance.

Safety, Reliability and Performance Features

- Built-in diagnostic log captures GPS or network communication errors to help confirm your connectivity status over a period of time.

- Secure data transmission and access.

- Fully supports all regions with 10 digit phone numbers (including area code). SMS text feature not available in other regions.

Count on Lokaytor, When You Really Need to Know

When performance, reliability, security and peace of mind matter, Lokaytor’s your best choice! Lokaytor solves the ‘Go Dark’ problem. Download Lokaytor, available on the App Store and know the people you care about are safe.


Privacy Policy

Lokaytor requires your phone number to manage group relationships you establish. We take your privacy very seriously. Your phone number is secure and will never be shared. No other personal information is required with Lokaytor.